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LumiFi provides you with the most powerful and customizable software-based lighting control
tools in the IoT-enabled and wireless lighting industry.
We envision a world where lighting intuitively adapts and optimizes your needs,
activities, and well-being while also saving you money.

LumiFi’s Software Product & Service Suite:

Mobile Apps:
Pro & Lite Versions
(iOS & Android)

Web-Admin
Manager

Onsite
Controller

Cloud
Hosting

API/SDK

LumiFi is a wireless smart lighting control management platform integrating established 3rd party IoT-enabled
lighting hardware manufacturers across multiple wireless protocols into one seamless experience.
LumiFi offers a complete ecosystem that allows property and hotel operators to wirelessly configure, control,
manage, and optimize their lighting environments.
LumiFi’s platform empowers users to transform the way they experience lighting with intuitive features and
tailored light scenes. LumiFi easily configures for different applications and spaces.
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LumiFi’s Key Features & Benefits
As an open IoT platform, we offer FLEXIBILITY & SIMPLICITY with our highly customizable and easyto-use interfaces allowing for a personalized experience.

SHARING of light settings: "Scan & Go"
LumiFi easily connects and shares the lighting control of a space to any user's Smartphone or tablet.

Award-winning, simple to use mobile and web INTERFACES saving you expensive expert time.
It's so simple so that you can take control if you want to do it yourself, you can.

Our "MULTI-MANUFACTURER Platform” integrates with various wireless protocols and provides you
with diversity and mix in hardware choices. Our "open" software is built on top of hardware
overcoming their limitations and offering expanded functionalities.

The WEB-based LIGHTING MANAGEMENT platform gives you easy access to a platform that is
intuitive and easy to use, allowing you to customize settings, scenes, profiles, room locations without
the need for an expert programmer #NoMore_Expensive_Experts

Highly customizable ACCESS with custom roles & permissions. Selecting, allowing and restricting
access to specific features and functionalities for different users. #ParentalControl_for_Lighting

SCHEDULING Features:
Allows the user to set time-related events such as one-time schedule events, weekly schedules
manager, sleep timer and wake up alarm with an optional astronomical time clock.

Ability to intuitively customize SCENE SETTINGS & adjust them to personal preferences:
Unlimited light scenes that are flexible, configurable and can be modified to the user’s wishes.

Extensive COLOR SPACE capabilities allowing users to customize dimming, white ambiance (Kelvin
Temperature) and color changing (RGB and CIE1931) making lighting more dynamic and flexible.

LumiFi's COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE offers automated real-time synchronization and OTA's
instantly updating settings within the system and allowing for remote light management and voice
control.
Offering white-labeling & BRANDING of mobile apps:
LumiFi apps can be custom branded with client logos and backgrounds.

PATENT for automatic configuration of light scenes & learning algorithm:
Saving programmers substantial time and increasing their speed on site due to pre-configurations..
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